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About This Game

Join the Herd!

Protect your cornfields and lock up your livestock, because FLOCK is here! Pilot a UFO around vibrantly-colored landscapes in
this charming sandbox pu 5d3b920ae0

Title: Flock!
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Proper Games
Publisher:
Capcom
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Grait game for lazy afternoon !!! Like it very much !!!. Im sitting here looking thro my screenshots and Iu00b4m laughing
because its so funny to see the ships, bunnys, bulls and chicken run away. ask yourself THIS question: Have I ever wanted to
abduct sheep (and cows and chickens) by using a small UFO to bully them into a bigger UFO?
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=359409491 If you answered yes, then: A. You are probably a very bad
person (or an alien); and B. You just might enjoy Flock! All Levels are different and challanging, its not easy to reach in all
levels gold. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=359423721 You also can create your owen map, I tried it a
bit out but a tutorial would be very helpfull for the first time. I didnt tried the Multiplayer yet, and I think now there is no
Multiplayer more because gamespy is dead. I wish they would do this game Steamworks and add Steamworkshop so you can
create and share your map and download maps from other player.. frustratingly fun puzzle game, its cheap enough too, thumbs
up from me. Cannot play. Game loads, screen starts flickering like crazy, that is not playable at all! (Win10 and my PC exceeds
this game requirements).. Sometimes in life we need to be introspective, and ask ourselves difficult questions.questions which
require us to look deep within and examine the very essence of our core and being. With that weighty premise in mind, ask
yourself THIS question: Have I ever wanted to abduct sheep (and cows and chickens) by using a small UFO to bully them into a
bigger UFO? If you answered yes, then: A. You are probably a very bad person (or an alien); and B. You just might enjoy
Flock! I know I'M enjoying it, even if the experience is a tad frustrating at times (think "u2665u2665u2665u2665 me, soooo
close.do I really have to play this level AGAIN?").but on the whole, a very "cute" and cleverly-constructed puzzle game, and one
that's not toooo hard (at least not so far.I'm up to level 15 or so). Oh, and just in case you require further existential impetus:
MOST HILARIOUS SHEEP SOUND EFFECTS IN VIDEO GAME HISTORY. And the music is pretty
u2665u2665u2665u2665in' groovy, too. About the only thing it's severely lacking in is MONKEYS, but hey, you can't have
everything (its longevity and replayability may also be up to some question, but for this price, you'd have to be
anu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665to complain). Verdict: 9/10.
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